
WFSU/WFSUG-TV, Tallahassee/Panama City, FL 

QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 

EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS FOR CHILDREN 

4/1/20 to 6/30/20 

A NOTE ABOUT THE CHILDREN’S SCHEDULES:  WFSU pre-empted afternoon Children’s 

programming in favor of a Learn-at-Home schedule, usually beginning at 11am and ending at 

6pm with a few exceptions.  You can see this on the schedule grid. 

6:00AM            MON-FRI            CHILDREN AGE: 3-8 

READY, JET, GO! – 3D animated series with a focus on astronomy, scientific exploration, 

innovation and invention, and Earth as it is affected by our solar system.  The show is about two 

neighborhood kids – one with an all-consuming drive for science fact and another with an 

overwhelming passion for science fiction.  They both befriend the new kid on their street, Jet 

Propulsion, whose family happens to be aliens from Bortron 7.  The comedy series teaches kids a 

variety of Earth Science concepts (gravity, tides, moon phases, seasons) as well as an 

introductory explanation of innovation, astronomy, and our solar system. 

 

6:30AM / 5:30PM          MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 4-8 

ARTHUR – Arthur follows the adventures and misadventures of 8-year old Arthur Read, his 

little sister DW, his friends and family and shows how they use effective, age-appropriate 

problem-solving skills.  Each episode consists of two independent stories that focus on themes 

and events central to children’s lives.  The characters on Arthur grapple with the same challenges 

that many children in the audience face: maintaining friendships, working things out with 

siblings, dealing with fears and anxieties, and doing the right thing. 

 

7:00AM           MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

CURIOUS GEORGE – Exploring the world around him with wonder and intrigue, George 

embodies the preschool child’s potential in the field of science.  Each episode includes two 

animated stories, followed by short live-action pieces sowing real kids who are investigating  

ideas that George introduces in the stories.  The series aims to inspire kids to explore science,  

math and engineering in the world around them. 

 

7:30AM           MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 3-8 

NATURE CAT – Nature Cat follows Fred, a house cat who dreams of exploring the great 

outdoors.  In each episode, once his family leaves for the day, Fred transforms into Nature Cat, 

“backyard explorer extraordinaire.”  Nature Cat can’t wait to get outside for a day of backyard 

nature excursions and bravery, but there’s one problem:  He’s still a house cat with no instincts 

for nature.  Like many of today’s kids, Nature Cat is eager and enthusiastic about outside 

activities, but is, at times, intimidated by them.  With the help of his animal friends, Nature Cat 

embarks on action-packed adventures that include exciting missions of full nature investigation, 

“aha” discovery moments and humor, all while inspiring children to go outside and “play the 

show.”  NOTE:  NATURE CAT leaves this time slot as of June 1.  It is not scheduled elsewhere 

on WFSU-1 for the time being. 

 



CHILDREN’S WEEKDAY PROGRAMMING continued 

 

8:00AM           MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 6-8 

WILD KRATTS – The adventures of Chris and Martin Kratt as the encounter incredible wild 

animals, combining science education with fun and adventure as the duo travels to animal 

habitats around the globe.  Each adventure explores an age-appropriate science concept central to 

an animal’s life and showcases a never-before-seen wildlife moment, all wrapped up in engaging 

stories of adventure, mystery, rescue and the Kratt brothers’ brand of laugh-out-loud comedy that 

kids love.  NOTE:  On Monday, June 1, WILD KRATTS moves to 7:30am and HERO 

ELEMENTARY takes the 8am time slot. 

 

8:00AM           MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 6-8 

HERO ELEMENTARY – If you're a kid with superpowers, you belong at Hero Elementary! 

It's where young heroes in training can learn how to master their less-than-perfected powers and 

practice day-saving action. But when their superpowers aren't enough for the job, they can 

always rely on an additional arsenal of powers: The Superpowers of Science! These kids may be 

superhuman, but it's science that makes humans truly super.  NOTE:  HERO ELEMENTARY 

joins the daytime line up on June 1 at 8am with an hour-long premiere.   

 

8:30AM                MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 4-8 

MOLLY OF DENALI – Join Molly, her dog Suki, and friends Tooey and Trini on their 

adventures in epically beautiful Alaska!  Grounded in kid-relatable issues – meeting new people, 

getting from one place to another, solving a problem, or mastering a skill – this program is 

informed by an information text curriculum with maps, calendars, tables, books, websites, 

weather reports, text messages, articles, elders’ stories, archives, photos and a vlog that Molly 

creates and uses in the series. 

 

9:00AM          MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 5-8 

XAVIER RIDDLE AND THE SECRET MUSEUM – Inspired by the best-selling kids book 

series, Ordinary People Change the World, by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer 

and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum follows the 

adventures of Xavier, Yadina and Brad as they tackle everyday problems by doing something 

extraordinary:  traveling back in time to learn from real-lie inspirational figures like Marie Curie, 

Harriet Tubman and Jackie Robinson when they were kids.  Each adventure will help young 

viewers make the connection between the skills that made these historical figures heroes and 

those same qualities within themselves, helping them discover that they, too, can change the 

world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHILDREN’S WEEKDAY PROGRAMMING continued 

 

9:30AM           MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

LET’S GO LUNA! is an informative, whimsical and visual animated series about a group of 

three children who learn about difference sand similarities in their global community with the 

help of their friend, Luna the Moon.  The children move around the world with their parents’ 

traveling “Cirque-du-Soleil”-type circus, and at each stop, Luna helps them experience the 

language, music and all-around daily life of the local region through character-driven hilarious 

fun adventures.  Each child – Leo, Carmen, and Andy – caries a special enthusiasm of food, 

music and art that Luna enriches through stories and visits to fantastic locations. 

 

10:00AM / 10:30AM          MON-FRI           CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD – Inspired by the iconic, award-winning Mister 

Rogers’ Neighborhood, Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood stars 4-year old Daniel Tiger, son of the 

original program’s Daniel Striped-Tiger, who invites young viewers into his world, giving them 

a kid’s eye-view of his life, and learn fun and practical strategies and skills necessary for 

growing and learning. 

 

10:30AM      FRIDAY ONLY          CHILDREN AGE: 4-10 

CLIFFORD THE BIG RED DOG – Join Emily Elizabeth and her big red dog, Clifford, as they 

explore their island home and go on big new adventures!  With a fun and furry new cast of 

characters and brand new original songs, Clifford’s world, and heart, just keep on growing! 

 

 

 

CHILDREN’S WEEKEND PROGRAMMING 

 

SUNDAY 

 

6:00AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-5 

MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD – Award-winning host Fred Rogers visits neighbors 

and places to help children learn about the world around them.  He talks with young viewers 

about their feelings as they deal with the challenges and joys of growing and learning.  These 

themes are reinforced in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, where puppets and humans work 

together to solve problems and help each other. 

 

6:30AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 4-7 

DINOSAUR TRAIN – Created by Craig Bartlett (“Hey Arnold!”), Dinosaur Train is an 

animated series for three-to six-year olds.  Set in a whimsically realistic, prehistoric world of 

jungles, swamps, active volcanoes and oceans, the show features a curious T-Rex named Buddy.  

Together with his adoptive Pteranodon family, Buddy takes the dinosaur train to meet, explore 

and have adventures with all kinds of dinosaurs, encouraging young viewers at home to make 

observations and comparisons about their own world and foster a lifelong interest in learning. 



CHILDREN’S WEEKEND PROGRAMMING continued 

 

7:00AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

SESAME STREET – Recipient of more than 100 awards, Sesame Street delivers academic and 

social education that prepares kids for grade school.  Episodes focus on music and art and how 

these tools can be used to develop the whole child – the cognitive, social, emotional and physical 

attributes. 

 

7:30AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD – Inspired by the iconic, award-winning Mister 

Rogers’ Neighborhood, Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood stars 4-year old Daniel Tiger, son of the 

original program’s Daniel Striped-Tiger, who invites young viewers into his world, giving them 

a kid’s eye-view of his life, and learn fun and practical strategies and skills necessary for 

growing and learning. 

 

8:00AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC – Pinkalicious imagines creative possibilities everywhere 

she looks.  Pinkalicious & Peterrific encourages kids to engage in the creative arts and self-

expression, including music, dance, theater and visual arts. 

 

8:30AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 4-8 

MOLLY OF DENALI – Join Molly, her dog Suki, and friends Tooey and Trini on their 

adventures in epically beautiful Alaska!  Grounded in kid-relatable issues – meeting new people, 

getting from one place to another, solving a problem, or mastering a skill – this program is 

informed by an information text curriculum with maps, calendars, tables, books, websites, 

weather reports, text messages, articles, elders’ stories, archives, photos and a vlog that Molly 

creates and uses in the series. 

 

9:00AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 8-11 

BIZ KID$ is a fun, fast-paced series where kids teach kids about money and business.  The 

young business owners featured in each episode inspire viewers to turn their passions into profit, 

while stressing the importance of saving, budgeting, investing and giving back to the community.  

Movie spoofs and comedy sketches help illustrate the ways young people can manage the 

business of their lives. 

 

9:30AM                SUNDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 9-13 

SCI GIRLS – This series, targeting ‘tween girls, showcases bright, curious real girls putting 

science and engineering to work, as they answer real-life questions and make unexpected 

discoveries in the world around them.  Each episode follows a different group of middle school 

girls, whose passion to find answers to their questions and eagerness to understand their world 

provides a model of inquiry-based science, appealing to ‘tweens, parents and educators alike.   

 

 



CHILDREN’S WEEKEND PROGRAMMING continued 

 

SATURDAY 

 

6:00AM             SATURDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-5 

MISTER ROGERS’ NEIGHBORHOOD – Award-winning host Fred Rogers visits neighbors 

and places to help children learn about the world around them.  He talks with young viewers 

about their feelings as they deal with the challenges and joys of growing and learning.  These 

themes are reinforced in the Neighborhood of Make-Believe, where puppets and humans work 

together to solve problems and help each other. 

 

6:30AM            SATURDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 4-7 

DINOSAUR TRAIN – Created by Craig Bartlett (“Hey Arnold!”), Dinosaur Train is an 

animated series for three-to six-year olds.  Set in a whimsically realistic, prehistoric world of 

jungles, swamps, active volcanoes and oceans, the show features a curious T-Rex named Buddy.  

Together with his adoptive Pteranodon family, Buddy takes the dinosaur train to meet, explore 

and have adventures with all kinds of dinosaurs, encouraging young viewers at home to make 

observations and comparisons about their own world and foster a lifelong interest in learning. 

 

7:00AM           SATURDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

SESAME STREET – Recipient of more than 100 awards, Sesame Street delivers academic and 

social education that prepares kids for grade school.  Episodes focus on music and art and how 

these tools can be used to develop the whole child – the cognitive, social, emotional and physical 

attributes. 

 

7:30AM           SATURDAY          CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

DANIEL TIGER’S NEIGHBORHOOD – Inspired by the iconic, award-winning Mister 

Rogers’ Neighborhood, Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood stars 4-year old Daniel Tiger, son of the 

original program’s Daniel Striped-Tiger, who invites young viewers into his world, giving them 

a kid’s eye-view of his life, and learn fun and practical strategies and skills necessary for 

growing and learning. 

 

8:00AM          SATURDAY           CHILDREN AGE: 2-4 

PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC – Pinkalicious imagines creative possibilities everywhere 

she looks.  Pinkalicious & Peterrific encourages kids to engage in the creative arts and self-

expression, including music, dance, theater and visual arts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SPECIAL CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING 

 

WILD KRATTS: AMAZIN’ AMAZON  

When Aviva experiences an invention slump, the Wild Kratts team is determined to help. They 

take her down the mysterious Amazon River in search of inspiration from the amazing creatures 

that live there. But Aviva must reclaim her invention prowess fast, because Zach, Donita, 

Gourmand, and Paisley seek to mine the area's biodiversity for their own nefarious schemes. 

Aired Monday 4/20 @ 8am; Wednesday 4/22 @ 7:30am; Friday 4/24 @ 7:30am; Saturday 4/25 

@ 7am; Sunday 7/26 @ 8am. 

 

HERO ELEMENTARY PREMIERE     

Aired Monday 6/1 @ 8am; Friday 6/5 @ 8am. 

 


